We are currently looking to hire students for Automation Internship in our Valuation Review Group.

**Location:** Budapest office  
**Start date:** August/September 2016  
**Contract:** 30/40 hours-a-week contract  
**Duration of program:** 6-12 months (preferably 12 months)

Morgan Stanley is a global financial services firm and a market leader in investment banking, securities, investment management and wealth management services. With more than 1,300 offices in 43 countries, the people of Morgan Stanley are dedicated to providing our clients the finest thinking, products and services to help them achieve even the most challenging goals.

The Valuation Review Group, as part of the firm’s Finance organization, provides an independent valuation of all assets on the firm's balance sheet, ensuring the correctness of the firm's financial statements. The team leverages its quantitative skill set and intimate product expertise to act as a guardian of valuation risk. This valuation service is essential to prevent potential frauds or mis-statements of the value of financial instruments thus protecting the firm's franchise.

**What we can offer**

- Being part of a Global Team  
- Having an opportunity to work with exotic derivatives  
- Training opportunities  
- Exposure to the entire spectrum of financial products in a top tier investment bank  
- Creativity in creating Excel VBA and SQL solutions to processes

**Tasks and Responsibilities**

- Participation in the development and automation of new processes (mainly Excel, VBA, Access, SQL)  
- Gain sufficient knowledge in multiple areas to be able to deliver improvements in the processes  
- Identify possible improvements in existing processes  
- Possible participation in project work as required on new systems and functionality enhancements
Skills Required

- VBA programming knowledge
- Currently completing degree in Business Informatics/Computer Science/Finance/Accounting/Business/Economics or similar
- High level of spoken and written English
- Solid knowledge of MS Excel
- MS Access knowledge is an advantage
- At least basic financial product knowledge
- Excellent numerical and analytical skill
- Excellent attention to detail and organizational abilities
- Team-player

Application

If you are interested in the above opportunity, please apply here by submitting your English CV.

Although application deadlines are in place, candidates are advised to apply early as we recruit on an ongoing basis.